
Energy Savings,  
Room By Room

SuitePRO™ Thermostats



There’s Always Room For Energy Savings
Hotel owners have been at the mercy of their guests cranking up the heat or air conditioning. It’s 

particularly wasteful — and expensive — when guests change the temperature setting and then  

leave the room for hours. 
  

SuitePRO puts hotel owners back in control through its Remote Setback function. Inputs on the thermostat 

allow it to be connected to an occupancy sensor or the hotel’s cardkey input system. It will know when the 

room is occupied and can shift to the energy-saving unoccupied mode when the room is empty. 

Along with Remote Setback, other energy-saving features of the SuitePRO include:

•   VersaSpeed — A Honeywell exclusive, this patent-

pending fan ramp algorithm automatically adjusts the 

fan to reach the setpoint.

•   Auto Fan Reset — When this algorithm is enabled 

and the hotel guest has selected a constant fan speed, 

the thermostat will reset the fan to auto after two or four 

hours as selected during setup.

•   Activity Sensing — If the thermostat isn’t touched 

after 4, 12 or 24 hours, as configured during setup, it will 

automatically return to economy setback to save energy.

•   Range Stops — Define maximums and minimums  

to prevent guests from setting temperature extremes.

•   PS20 Sensor —This analog pipe 

sensor saves money during seasonal 

changes by automatically telling 

the thermostat whether to run in 

heat or cool mode based on pipe 

temperature.

•   Keypad Lockout — Limits the amount of functions 

that a guest can change, helping to maintain control 

and prevent unwanted setting changes.

•   Occupancy Sensing — SuitePRO works  

seamlessly with the Honeywell Wireless Occupancy 

Solution for energy savings without the hassle of  

running wires.

For owners and managers of hotels, dorms, retirement facilities and other personal-stay buildings with 

multiple rooms, controlling heating and cooling costs is a huge challenge. Help them meet that challenge 

day in and day out with the energy-saving Honeywell SuitePRO™ thermostat.

From the remote temperature setback to the VersaSpeed™ fan ramp algorithm, the attractive SuitePRO 

gives property owners the control they need to maintain customer comfort while maximizing energy 

savings. With just a few buttons and large, backlit display, customers will find it easy to adjust the settings 

to reach the comfort level they desire. And you’ll like SuitePRO, too, because of its application flexibility and 

easy installation. Simply put, for both you and your customers, SuitePRO is sweet.

Smarter. Greener. Easier.

From the remote 

temperature setback to the 

VersaSpeed™ fan ramp 

algorithm, the attractive 

SuitePRO gives property 

owners the control they 

need to maintain customer 

comfort while maximizing 

energy savings.
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Contractor Friendly
SuitePRO is designed with contractor ease in mind. Because 

the three SuitePRO models are multi-functional, you’ll be able to 

meet all your 2-pipe and 4-pipe system needs in sleek, digital 

style. Reduce your stock and save money — the three SuitePRO 

models have you covered. And that’s just the beginning:

•   Simple Design — Only four buttons are needed to operate the 

SuitePRO, making it easy to configure as well as easy for guests to 

operate, thus reducing nuisance callbacks.

•   Easy Installation — Lead wires are attached for faster installation for 

line voltage models, reducing wiring time (TB6575A/B models only).

•   Easy Configuration — The large display and intuitive interface make 

setup a snap.

•   Built-In Algorithms — The setup algorithms are all pre-programmed, 

so you simply need to configure the durations during setup.

•   Freeze Protection — If the temperature drops below 40° F, SuitePRO 

will turn on the heat. Equipment and furnishings will be protected, and  

if there’s an emergency, you’ll have more time to respond.

•   Fewer Models — Makes ordering quick and easy.

Smart Sale.  
Smart Purchase.
The application versatility and easy installation make the 

SuitePRO a great choice for you. And when you’re meeting 

with your customers, be sure to point out that the perfect blend 

of guest comfort and energy savings make the SuitePRO  

a great choice for them, too. 

Smarter. Greener. Easier.

OS # Description

TB6575A1000 2- or 4-pipe fan coil with manual and 

automatic heat/cool changeover;  

120/240 Vac

TB6575B1000 2-pipe fan coil with seasonal or manual 

heat/cool changeover; 120/240 Vac

TB8575A1000 2- or 4-pipe fan coil with manual and 

automatic heat/cool changeover; 24 Vac
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Attractive  
Design
Along with the top selling point 

— excellent energy savings — 

building owners and managers as 

well as interior designers will like 

how the attractive design enhances 

the style of their rooms rather than 

detract from it as other thermostats 

can. Their guests will see a sleek, 

easy-to-use thermostat while the 

owners will see a big improvement 

in their energy costs.



Learn More
For more information on the Honeywell 

SuitePRO™ thermostat, call 1-800-466-3993 

or visit customer.honeywell.com/suitepro
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Check Out The Honeywell MultiPRO™  
The new multi-function MultiPRO™ programmable and non-programmable 

thermostat lets you multiply your options. Offering programming for fan coil  

and PTAC equipment, the MultiPRO thermostat also covers a range of 

heat pump and conventional applications. Ask your distributor about it or 

visit customer.honeywell.com/multipro. Download or order the MultiPRO 

marketing brochure (67-7079) from literature.honeywell.com.

And The Wireless Occupancy Solution
The Honeywell Wireless Occupancy Solution delivers comfort by combining 

a door switch with an occupancy sensor so that the thermostat won’t shift 

into setback mode when a room is occupied. And it delivers energy savings 

through the setback mode when a room is unoccupied. Learn more when you 

download or order the Wireless Occupancy Solution brochure (67-7243) from 

literature.honeywell.com.

Automation and Control Solutions
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